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Group 

CONSTRUCTION 

EQUESTRIAN 

The Bradon Group is headquartered in Springbank, West of Calgary 
For more information call: 
Brad Prather – (403) 229-4022 
www.bradon.ca 

Group 

PARAMEDICAL 

Bradon Equestrian 
Located in the Springbank area, this modern facility 
has all of the extras. The training at Bradon is 
focused on the development of horse and rider from 
the annex to the Grand Prix Ring. We are currently 
accepting new clients and clinic opportunities. 

Bradon Construction 
Bradon Construction Ltd. is an Alberta based 
company established in 1984 and its goal is still the 
same: to provide quality construction and project 
management at a reasonable cost. Bradon has 
strong trade and management capabilities. This 
background and experience extends from design 
through fabrication, construction, field services and 
maintenance contracts. 

Bradon Paramedical 
Bradon Paramedical Services was established to 
provide advanced life support capabilities to Alberta 
employers who require private paramedic services. 
Bradon provides service with experienced 
paramedics and ambulance support to a wide variety 
of industries including, commercial, construction, oil 
and gas, government and equestrian. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NLZNpn05YAs
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Where you can find all the information for Albertans about Albertans
Keeping you up to speed on results via Facebook, how to qualify for 

year end finals, and full of fun articles all about Show Jumping!

www.facebook.com/albertashowjumper

www.albertashowjumpers.com 

@abshowjumpers
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  here to find it!

9 - ‘Effective Style’
    - Lynne Stephenson

14 - The Bit Seat
- Allie Lait 

15 - CET Finals with 
     Chelsea Walsh
     - Holly Grayton

21 -Barn Rules
      - Traci Dlin 

27 -Winter Exercise 
    - Lynn Macyk 

26 - Put Your Back 
    Into It - Lauren Weber

29 - Job Feature:
      - Jump Crew

Thank you 
for picking 
up the first 
print edition 
of Alberta 
Show Jumpers 
magazine this 
year! I hope 
that you had a 
terrific holiday 
season spent 
with family, 
friends, and of 

course, horses. 
I am very excited for what this year will bring 
for the sport in our province. The show jumping 
community in our area is still growing and there 
are so many talented and dedicated new riders at 
competitions of all levels every week. 

From the winter circuits that start right away this 
month until the holiday season at the end of this 
year, I look forward to bringing you a new edition 
every two months to keep you apprised of all of the 
latest trends, results and in-depth analysis.

Happy reading! 

Holly Grayton
Editor-in-Chief
Contributing Writers
Kaitlyn McAleese | Alexander Grayton | Holly Grayton | Lauren 
Weber | Peter Grant | Tina Watkins | Lynn Macyk | Rita Condon| 
Traci Dlin | Allie Lait | Tonia Anderson | Lynne Stephenson | Editor 
- Alexander Grayton
Disclaimer: Reproduction, printed or electronic, in whole or part of any material 
contained in this publication, without prior written permission of Holly Grayton is 
strictly prohibited. While the greatest care has gone into the assembly of the information 
contained in this publication, Alberta Show Jumpers does not assume responsibility for 
errors, omissions or changes. The content of submitted articles is the opinion of the 
writer alone, and may not reflect the opinion of Alberta Show Jumpers. No responsibility 
for loss occasioned to any person as a result of any material in this publication can 
be accepted by Alberta Show Jumpers, its editor or its contributors. Photographs 
submitted to Alberta Show Jumpers for publication are handled with the utmost care 
to ensure credit and approval from the photographer; Alberta Show Jumpers assumes 
no responsibility for errors or omissions from photograph contributors. We reserve the 
right to edit or refuse any material, as no material is guaranteed publication.

W
N

ote From
 The Editor:

info@albertashowjumpers.com
www.albertashowjumpers.com

Training, Coaching, Competition,                          Sales, consulting, investment

Alex Grayton 403.616.7993
www.alexandergrayon.com

Photo Credit Alexander Grayton

www.alexandergrayton.com
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Alberta 
Ranking

Canada 
Ranking

World 
Ranking

Rider

1 6 212 Ben Asselin
2 9 300 Lisa Carlsen
3 11 308 Elizabeth Gingras
4 12 319 John Anderson
5 13 335 Tamie Phillips
6 14 364 Kara Chad

7 16 380 Jaclyn Duff
8 T-25 635 Lorrie Jamieson
9 T-25 635 Bretton Chad

10 30 729 Shauna Cook
11 31 751 Nicole Gergely
12 32 776 Brenda Riddell
13 33 797 Vanessa Mannix
14 T-34 816 Jenn Serek
15 T-34 816 Ellicia Edgar

Albertans on the FEI 
Ranking List

Show Schedule
For Albertans

January 2015
January 13-18 Thermal Week 1
January 21-25 Thermal Week 2

January 28-February 1 Thermal Week 3

February 2015
February 4-8 Thermal Week 4

February 7-8 Spruce Meadows Feb Classic I
February 13-15 RMSJ Training

February 18-22 Thermal Week 5
February 20-22 Spruce Meadows Feb Classic II

February 25-March 1 Thermal Week 6

March 2015
March 4-8 Thermal Week 7

March 5-8 Spruce Meadows Winter Farewell
March 11-15 Thermal Week 8

March 12-15 Spruce Meadows Spring Welcome
March 20-22 RMSJ Training

March 30-April 4 Brandon Winter Fair

www.sprucemeadows.com
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In short, a lot has been happening in the show 
jumping scene since our last print. Competitions 
may have quieted down in Alberta after Royal 
West and the ever-popular Santa Claus Classic 
ended, but they continued around the world. In 
fact, they never seem to stop anymore! 

Major competitions, like the third leg of the 
Rolex Grand Slam of Show Jumping took place 
on December 14, 2014, in Geneva, Switzerland, 
which fittingly saw World Number 1 rider Scott 
Brash (GBR) win almost everything. Each year 
the International Jumping Riders Club (IJRC) 
invites the top 10 riders in the world according 
to their FEI ranking to participate in the IJRC Top 
10 Final at Geneva. Heading into the final as the 
top rider in the world, Scott Brash was the only 
one to go clear in both rounds aboard his equally  
impressive top-ranked horse in the world, Hello 
Sanctos (Quasimodo van de Molendreef x Nabab 
de Reve). Just two days later, this superstar 
pairing won the Rolex Grand Prix of Geneva, 
which is the third competition in the series, after 
the CHIO Aachen and the CSIO Masters in Calgary. 

Some of Alberta’s upcoming stars have been 
competing across the Atlantic too, with Bretton 
Chad and Mackenzie Edwards, both of Calgary, 
bringing home some incredible results in 
international competition. Bretton and Mackenzie 
both traveled to Europe to compete under the 
tutelage of Eric Lamaze and his formidable team, 
the results and development were no less than 
impressive. 

A horse owned by an Alberta-based Caledonia 
Stables has been in high demand after an 
incredible year competing in Europe. Going 
Global MHS (Quidam Junior x Cavalier) racked 
up numerous victories across the continent 
with Irish superstar Greg Broderick, and was 
bestowed the honour of being named to the team 
representing Ireland at the Nations Cup event in 
Arezzo, Italy in the summer of 2014. Going Global 

produced the best results for the team, and helped 
Ireland secure third place. All of this and the Irish 
Sport Horse gelding is but 8 years old! At the 
Show Jumpers Club Awards and Ball in Ireland 
in mid-December, Going Global was recognized 
as the Leading Horse in the Horseware/TRM 
Premier Grand Prix series, and indeed his rider 
Greg was recognized as National Champion. 
Congratulations to Edmonton’s Caledonia Stables 
on their tremendous year! 

Alberta riders and owners are everywhere, and 
they continue to purchase, develop, and sell 
top quality horses. Overseas Horse Services 
is the Calgary-based company responsible for 
importing most of the new horses that fly into 
Calgary, as well as for exporting those horses sold 
abroad. OHS has never been busier than these 
past few months, which means show jumping 
fans can look forward to seeing many new horse-
rider combinations at the upcoming shows! 

Emma Upshaw’s story has touched the hearts of 
so many people in the show jumping community 
in Alberta. This upbeat and talented rider will 
be attending the HITS Desert Circuit in Thermal, 
California, this month with the support of so many 
of Alberta’s riders, trainers, and horse-related 
enterprises. Follow Alberta Show Jumpers on 
Facebook to find out more about Emma’s story 
and to keep up to date with her competition 
results from Thermal! 

Show season is gearing up in a very big way over 
the next few weeks, which means there will be 
a lot of successes and news to celebrate from 
Alberta’s horses and riders. Find Alberta Show 
Jumpers on Facebook for 
daily results and updates to 
stay apprised of What’s Been 
Happening!

What’s Been Happening?
Photo Credit Grayt Designs

www.albertashowjumpers.com
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Jump Alberta congratulates all 
our members and their equine 
partners, and the wonderful 
Alberta venues on a very successful 
2014 show season! 
Alberta’s incredibly talented base 
of equestrians celebrated great 
successes throughout the 2014 
show season and we are most 
fortunate to have wonderful 
provincial venues offering exciting 
competitions and continuing to 
develop and promote the sport of 
show jumping. 

In celebration of the 2014 show 
season, the Jump Alberta Gala will 
be hosted at the Deerfoot Inn and 
Casino Saturday, January 10th, 
2015. 

Look for it!
We will be selling our first annual 
calendar complete with show 
dates at the Gala! $20 at the door. 
Tickets can be purchased via Event 
Brite links found on Jump Alberta’s 
Facebook page and website.   
Be sure to get your tickets!

January 2015

Membership & Its Privileges:
The Jump Alberta Annual General 
Meeting is scheduled for Monday, 
January 5th, 2015 at the 
Deerfoot Inn and Casino. This is 
an opportunity for all members 
to attend to learn more about the 
society, the governance protocols, 
and the exciting programs, 
bursaries, and sponsorships offered 
to our membership base. 

Nominations for Board Members are 
currently being accepted. 

Interested in Becoming More 
Active with the JA Society?
Nomination forms for Board 
Member positions, the AGM 
meeting agenda and Bylaw 
Amendment details can be found 
on the Jump Alberta website:  
www.jumpalberta.com

Best wishes to all for a safe & happy 
holiday season! 

See you ringside in 2015!
 

Thank You & Gala
Thank you to all of the attendees and demo riders at our 
recent Julie Winkel Symposium. We had a wonderful time 
with you and we learned a great deal about riding, fitness, 
nutrition and sports psychology along the way.

Membership

United by Our 
Passion for the Horse

 We are pleased to announce 
availability of our online portal  
for renewal of your Jump Alberta 
membership for the 2015 
competition year will start this 
December. Remember to “Opt In” 
to receive Jump Alberta e-mail and 
newsletters. 

    https://ja.equestrianmemberships.com/  
 

    Points are updated regularly and 
can be found at this link:

      https://ja.equestrianmemberships.com/
standings

    Questions, comments, concerns:      
         jumpalberta@gmail.com

          www.jumpalberta.com

www.jumpalberta.ca
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Lynne Stephenson owns and operates Concorde Stables in Calgary, AB. Lynne has ridden at a very 
high level in her career, winning in all three rings. She was the Western CET medal champion, and 
represented Canada at the North American Young Riders Championship. She has recently seen success 
in the international ring at Spruce Meadows, and is widely known as one of the most stylish riders in 
Western Canada today. Lynne has passed these qualities on to her numerous top level students. 
Visit www.concordestables.com for more about Lynne and her business.

‘Effective Style’ 
Lynne Stephenson

This rider demonstrates a 
jump using a correct jumping 
position in her seat while in 
mid-air. Her centre of gravity 
(seat) hovers above the horse’s 
centre of gravity (just behind 
the withers). Her lower leg 
is correctly being used from 
below the knee through to the 
inside of her ankle. With her 
encouragement, her chestnut 
jumps a lofty jump and clearly 
has no issue with the height. 
Her in-hand release could be 
marked slightly higher if there 
was no break in her wrist from 
her elbow down to the horse’s 
mouth, but the idea of using this 
release on this type of jump is a 
good one – especially with her 
great balance.

Although  the  basics of 
this rider’s position are 
fundamentally present – 
eyes up, heels down – her 
effectiveness is challenged with 
too long of a stirrup. Her knee 
angle makes her leg very straight 
which can create a sling-shot 
action or rigidity. The simple 
solution is to move her stirrup 
up one or two holes. We see a 
well-done crest release, as this 
horse jumps this smaller oxer 
with ease. The rider’s knuckles 
are pressed into the crest of the 
horse’s neck with enough give 
that the horse can use his head 
and neck, but without slacking 
the reins to him altogether. It is 
great to see that the butt end of 
this rider’s crop is down in her 
hand so there is no part of it 
that may come close to hitting 
the rider in the eye or cheek. 

Our last rider demonstrates a 
very good leg position in the 
air. Although her heel is slightly 
higher than her toe, she has 
applied leg to her partner in very 
good form. She has stayed just 
hovering above the saddle, with 
the two gravity points meeting 
perfectly, and managed to wrap 
her leg around her horse by 
having contact all through the 
inside of her calf from below the 
knee down, thereby creating an 
effective style. Her release is a 
mixture of the other two riders 
in this article, one being a crest 
release and the other an in–
hand release. This rider has let 
her horse jump up to her versus 
throwing her body down. This 
is a well-turned out pair that 
seems to demonstrate equal 
effort from horse and rider. 

First impressions always say a lot. All three of our riders this week have workmanlike qualities 
where they look like they’re really getting down to business. We see the fundamentals covered: eyes 
up, heels down. It’s a great set of pictures to review.
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Ego can be an asset in the ring when it gives 
us the confidence to believe we are capable of 
winning.  Having the internal belief that you are 
the best can help you attain a peak performance 
because it allows you to stay calm and focused 
under pressure.

Sometimes your ego can get in the way, overpower 
your rational mind, and cause you to make a 
rash decision that sabotages your training goals, 
your performance, and the development of your 
partnership with your horse.
Here are 5 small changes you can start today to 
keep your ego in check:

1. Take Responsibility for Your Results
Our ego can cause us to want to blame our horse, 
other riders, jump crew, or weather for our 
performance.  Acknowledge that show jumping 
is a sport on a live animal in an environment that 
is always changing—that is part of the sport—it 
is your job to be prepared and make decisions in 
the moment.

2. Be Self-Aware of Your Actions
Thinking you are capable of winning is not the 
problem—acting like you are the best and telling 
others how wonderful you are is a problem and 
may not help you achieve your longer term goals.  
You may come across as difficult to coach.

3. Redefine Success
Winning is far more than the results you get.  
Being a real winner is more related to how you 
conduct yourself with your horse, trainer, fellow 
riders, the public, and show staff.

4. Remind Yourself of Your Goals Before You 
Mount. 
Every time you ride it is important to think about 
what your goals are with your horse, for this 

show, for this season, and longer term goals in the 
sport.  Often it is consistent clear rounds, versus 
red ribbons, that allow riders to reach their goals.  

5. Assess the Risks
Before you enter the ring, think about your 
experience, your horse’s experience, and your 
partnership.  Know when it is appropriate to take 
risks and how much risk is appropriate for you 
and your horse.  Every partnership is different.  
Younger and less experienced horses, or new 
partnerships, tend to have less tolerance for 
mistakes.

It is important to keep a balance when it comes 
to ego.  Use your ego to be confident in your ride, 
and be clear about your goals in order to keep 
your ego from getting in the way when making 
the decisions that are right for you and your 
horse.  A few small changes will yield big results.

“Feed your self esteem, not 
your ego”- Deborah Brodie

www.mooreequine.ca
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On my recent trip across the pond I happened 
upon Vancouver’s Trevor Graham standing near 
the warm up ring at a show in Ireland. Trevor is 
originally from Ireland, though he now makes his 
home in Richmond, BC. While overlooking the 
warm up ring at the Cavan Indoor International 
Horse Show, I asked Trevor about the differences 
between the horse shows in Europe (Ireland 
particularly) and those we have at home in 
Canada. 
Trevor spoke first about the efficiency of both 
the warm up and competition arenas: “As you 
witnessed yourself, nearly 100 horses go through 
in the space of an hour; and there are only 2 jumps 
[in the warm up ring] – one vertical and one oxer. 
You never see any arguing about who is next and 
who isn’t. It just flows along, and that’s because 
you have people that have done their training at 
home and they come here to jump 8-10 jumps 
and go in the ring.” 
The warm up ring system we are used to in 
Canada is quite a bit different. We normally have 
5 jumps in a spacious warm up ring (or at least 3 
in a busy indoor show), and the jumps rarely need 
to be shared with anyone else. In Europe sharing 
warm up jumps is the standard practice. The 
jump gets moved up or down, wider or narrower, 
after each horse has jumped it, so that the next 
horse can jump whatever they may need, before 
it gets adjusted yet again. It may seem hectic, 
but everyone appears comfortable with it and 
enters the ring prepared. Trevor added, “It works 
very smoothly. I think all the coaching should be 
done at home – there are far too many in North 
America trying to do [the training] at the horse 
show. There is enough pressure on the riders 
to get to the ring, it should be simplified at the 
horse show!” 
Trevor’s comment about the volume and rate of 
horses going through the competition ring had 
me take a second glance at the ‘preloading’ of 

horses into the competition ring. It was common 
to see three horses in the ring at any given time. 
This included the horse on course, the horse 
that had just completed its course as it walked 
out of the ring, and the next horse to go. The 
judges did not wait for the ring to be clear of one 
horse before ringing the bell for the next horse; 
quite the opposite, in fact, the bell rang almost 
immediately after the previous horse crossed 
the finish line. The announcer summarized the 
last round and announced the current horse, all 
while a horse was well into the course. The next 
horse would be in the ring walking or trotting 
around, giving the horse a chance to acclimatize 
to the ring of course, but more importantly so 
that they would be ready to start immediately 
when the horse on course finished. 
In spite of the number of horses in the ring and 
the seemingly hurried ringing of the countdown 
bell, again no incident or issue arose. Everybody 
was very aware of staying out of the way of the 
horse on course and it seemed to give everybody 
a chance to show their horses around. Timeliness 
was of utmost importance, so being late or 
missing your spot at the in-gate was simply not 
possible. This particular show already carried on 
until almost midnight, so there was no time for 
waiting. On that note, nobody ever complained 
about competing so late either – it seemed 
normal to everybody!
Since we were watching a Young Horse Final 
competition, I asked Trevor his thoughts on the 
differences in young horse competitions and 
producing young horses between Europe and 
at home. “The courses have so many variables 
[here]. You’ve got in-and-outs (combinations), 
coming out of corners to jumps, you’ve got 
liverpools. It’s fantastic! The jumps are much, 
much bigger [than in North America] and there’s 
nothing wrong with that.” 
So there are some significant differences between 
showing in Europe and North America from the 
warm up to the competition ring. Is it likely we 
will change to a two-jump warm up ring system 
in North America? Probably not, but we could 
learn to be more agreeable to sharing, be more 
efficient, and more timely in our warm up and 
competition process. 

Photo Credit Grayt Designs
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HIGHBURY SHOW STABLES
780.905.6644

highburyshowstables@gmail.com

Training and Sales
Edmonton, AB 

mailto:highburyshowstables@gmail.com
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Effective 
Jump-

setting
Kaitlyn McAleese

As a groom, some of your most stressful moments 
will happen in the warm-up ring, setting jumps. 
If you have a rider that’s unorganized, this is 
the moment they’ll ask whether you happened 
to bring their lucky spurs because they forgot. 
And if you have an aggressive pony mom, this is 
around the time she will start making her move 
to the side of the ring to yell at you, the kid, 
the pony, and probably anyone else in earshot. 
Stressful. Even though you can’t control a lot of 
what happens in the warm-up ring, one thing you 
can control is how well you set jumps. Plus, I have 
never been able to put a trainer in a bad mood so 
fast as when I forgot the cooler to drape over the 
last vertical, so believe me, it’s important.
This brings us to Rule #1: Always come prepared.  
Before we even start on how to set the jumps, it 
is imperative that you have all the items you need 
for the warm up with you, beside the jump, and 
not in the backpack that you left by the mounting 
block. This means, if your rider likes to do a 
couple jumps with draw reins, you need them. 
If they like to switch the hind boots for the last 
vertical, have them in your hand ready to go. If 
your horse has issues with the water and there 
is the slightest chance they will want to jump a 
liverpool, locate it, tell the other grooms you 
might need it soon and be ready to grab it when 
you are asked. If there isn’t one, you should have 
a cooler or a yoga mat with you to use instead. 
Other items I have been asked for in the warm up 
ring include sticky spray, a whip, spurs, a sip of 
water, and basically any piece of equipment that 
has ever been on the horse’s body, even if the rider 
swore the last time that they hate it and would 
never use it again.  As an aside, if you have a rider 
that has the strangely common habit of changing 
the bit or boots 20 minutes before you head to 
the ring, I HIGHLY suggest you bring whatever 
they were using before as well. The alternative 
is being caught unprepared and experiencing the 
overwhelming desire to bury yourself under the 

jump and stay there forever. It’s an easy choice 
to make.
Assuming you have arrived at the ring on time, 
with everything you need, your next concern is 
getting a jump. As your rider is mounting up, it’s 
a good idea to ask what they want to start with. 
If you work for an amateur, you need to ask the 
trainer about the plan and when they want to 
start jumping. This way, you can set what they 
need as soon as you have a jump and won’t be 
wasting any of your limited time. Typically I want 
to have a jump by the time my horse is 5 or 6 trips 
out. In a busy schooling area, you will need to talk 
to the other people setting jumps to find out who 
is approximately five horses before you in the 
order, because waiting for their jump will put you 
right on schedule. In an FEI class, the jumps are 
usually assigned by a steward who has a copy of 
the class list for reference. 
If the jumps are flagged so that you can only 
jump them one direction, having a middle jump 
is preferable because the outside jumps will 
both have one very short turn.  Pay attention to 
whether there is one jump with a hole in front 
of it, or that is in a particularly wet or deep spot 
because your rider won’t want that jump so you 
do not want that jump either. Depending on the 
space, you can sometimes move a jump slightly 
to get it on a better track. You can and should do 
this if you are able, and if you think it could mean 
a better warm up for your horse. 
Now that you have your jump, immediately set 
what they told you they want, or if you set with 
a trainer, follow their directions.  Don’t forget 
the details. Rake the footing, change the flags so 
that the red one is on the rider’s right, and if it’s 
a vertical, pull back the hind standards.  Make 
sure you have the ground line how they want it 
and that it’s an appropriate height for the horse’s 
level.  The more you go to the ring with a certain 
horse, the more you’ll start to get the routine. If 
they always jump a vertical followed by an oxer, be 
ready by putting the cups on your hind standards 
at the height you will need them and make sure 
you have enough poles. If you know your horse 
always does something at a specific point in the 
warm-up, like a nine-foot rail, a skinny oxer or a 
combination, when you get to that point you can 

Continued on page 14

Photo Credit  Totem
 Photographics
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One of the most frequently asked questions I hear 
from my clients is “what exactly is a bit seat?”
A bit seat is a very important application in 
equine dentistry with direct impact on a horse’s 
performance. To apply a bit seat simply means to 
round the sides and front corner of the horse’s 
first upper and lower molars. The name is 
somewhat deceiving because the bit does not 
actually sit on the molar itself. 
All bits are designed to rest on the bars of the 
mouth in front of the first molar. The pouch of 
flesh that lies along the bars where the bit sits is 
quite loose and soft, and when a bit is positioned 
properly the soft cheek tissue is slightly gathered 
alongside the front upper molar. The enamel 
points of the molars create a rough, sharp edge 
and sharp corner on the first molars. When 
enough pressure is applied to the reins, some bits 
may actually come into contact with these teeth.  
More commonly, the soft cheek tissue and pouch 
of flesh is pinched between the bit and the sharp 
front molar causing abrasion and lacerations. 
The horse’s reaction to the pinch often results in 
rooting their nose forward, shaking their head 
or even just a subtle resistance to stay soft in 
collection in an effort to alleviate the discomfort. 
The proper application of a uniform bit seat 
is intended to keep the horse comfortable 
with contact on the bit in order to improve its 
performance. 
No matter the discipline, I believe all trainers 
agree that supple head carriage is an integral part 
of a horse’s success, whether they are competing 
in a timed or judged event. A little bit seat could 
make a big difference to your horse!

Continued from page 13 
ask the rider if they are ready for the exercise 
asthey ride by. This will keep the warm-up rolling 
and will save them the trouble of having to yell 
across the ring. This is especially important for 
the small things, like the hind boots and sticky 
spray that are easy to forget. I worked for a rider 
that always wanted me to spray his boots with 
sticky spray before the last vertical. One day he 
forgot to ask for it and I didn’t remind him even 
though I noticed the change in the routine. When 
he got to the in-gate he remembered but there 
was no time, so he walked into the ring without 
the sticky spray, distracted and rattled, and did 
not have a good trip. The same thing goes for 
things like tightening the noseband or putting 
down a guide rail for the last jump. If they usually 
do it, ask. Even if they want to try something 
different, you seem more efficient if you don’t 
wait to be asked to do something you should 
really already know. Initiative and maintaining 
a sense of routine are the two most important 
things to demonstrate in the warm-up ring.
In short, be alert, be efficient and be aware 
of your rider’s preferences. Listen for your 
instructions and keep your eyes on your rider so 
you don’t miss anything. If you know your rider 
is turning to the jump and there is someone 
standing in front of it, give them a “heads up” so 
your rider doesn’t have to stop. With an anxious 
rider or horse, even small interruptions like this 
can get them off track and make a good trip in 
the show ring harder to put together. At the end 
of the day, nobody really cares if your oxer was 
one hole low in the front corner, but they do care 
if it takes you ten minutes to set the oxer and you 
forgot to change the flags three times and cause 
a collision. It’s knowing these things that will 
take you from being “just a groom” to being an 
integral part of your team’s success. 

All the riders here at 
Stal VDW wish everyone all the best 

in the upcoming 2015 show season!

www.stalvdw.com
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1. Tell us a little bit about the format of how you 
qualified for the CET. What shows did you attend to 
qualify?   
I competed all year in the CET qualifiers at RMSJ, but 
what got me to Nationals was the Regional Finals at 
Rocky Mountain Classic III. After the top-six horse 
switch, the top four riders are chosen to represent the 
Prairie Region at the Nationals, which were hosted by 
Royal West this year.  
2. Tell us a little about the horse you rode in the CET 
medal events: 
The horse I rode in the CET medal is actually my 
sister Ainsley’s mare, Parkmore B. She is a 14 year 
old Irish Sport Horse and she knows her way around 
the equitation ring. I am very grateful to have had an 
experienced and brave horse like Parker, and I felt 
like she took on all the challenges with ease. This was 
my best season with her in the equitation and hunter 
derbies in the three years I’ve been riding her. 
3. Have you done the CET medal finals before? 
I went last year to The Royal for the CET medal final. I 
was 3rd at regionals and leased a horse when I got to 
Toronto for the final.  
4. How would you compare this experience to the 
Toronto finals? 
I loved being in my hometown for the CET final. I was 
able to compete with my jumpers at Royal West as 
well, so I had a fun week! I liked seeing familiar faces 
and having my family at the competition. Calgary has a 
friendly show jumping community, and riding a horse 
I knew made me more confident in my riding. 
5. What is the format for the CET final and how did 
that suit your particular horse? 
The two phases of the Medal Finals are the Gymnastic 
Phase and the Jumping Phase. Parker is the type of 
horse that can be anything you make her. I’ve taken 
her in every ring and she doesn’t really have many 
weak points. I think the fact that the Gymnastic/Flat 
was before the Jumping phase turned out to be an 
advantage for me, because I put her together and was 
smooth on the first day so I got away with the slice to 
the last jump in the jumping phase (we were asked to 
display a jump-off turn). 
6. Who is your coach? 
I train with Erin Taylor out of Ironstone Farms. 

7. What practice specific for the CET did you do leading 
into the finals? 
Parker is an experienced horse, so I wasn’t worried 
about counter canter, jumping single boxes or 
anything like that.  Leading up to the finals I worked 
on keeping her light off the aids on the flat and on my 
own position.
8. Will you plan on doing the CET division again next 
year? 
I guess that will depend on where I am when the 
2015 Regional Finals roll around. I might not have an 
equitation horse then, and I might just be satisfied 
with my results from this year!
9. What are your major goals within the sport? 
I would love to go to Young Riders and jump some 
Grand Prix courses. I am 16 years old now and both 
my horses are really great jumpers. But, if in the next 
couple years they only developed better flatwork 
and stayed sound and healthy, I’d be happy. I love my 
horses and I will be happy wherever the sport takes 
me. 
10. After your win the first day did that add pressure 
or help you feel more relaxed going into the second 
day? 
Going into Nationals I already felt the pressure. I was 
the winner of our Regional Final, so I felt like I was 
expected to perform well. That being said, I was well 
mounted and I knew I had done scarier things than 
ride a 1.15m course. I just tried to be focused and take 
advantage of my experience at bigger jumps. 
11. In what phase would you say your strength was? 
The reason I was successful in the Gymnastic Phase 
was because I rode it without nerves. I think a lot of 
the riders made mistakes because they were nervous 
about being good. Right from the start, I tried to ride 
forward and show the judge I have a good feel of 
my horse. The test wasn’t anything I don’t practice 
on all my horses, so the key was not to think about 
“equitating”, but just to ride! 
12. How do you think the CET has helped your 
progress to reaching these goals? 
The CET Medal has developed me into a confident and 
thoughtful rider. I am grateful for the skills I’ve gained 
from CET and the friends I’ve made. I think all young 
riders can benefit from this type of competition and I 
wish it was as big in Canada as it is in the States. 
13. Where will our readers see you next? 
This upcoming season I am hoping to make trips to 
California, Thunderbird, and local shows at RMSJ and 
Spruce Meadows. Over the next couple months I will 
spend time training and attending clinics.
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What a spectacular year Elizabeth (Lizzie) 
Gingras has had. From a very strong start to the 
year winning a World Cup qualifier in Thermal to 
a successful Summer Series at Spruce Meadows, 
her Canadian Show Jumping Team debut in 
Europe to winning the Grand Prix at Royal West 
in Calgary, it’s been a phenomenal year. 

Lizzie has been working with her coach, Canadian 
Olympian Jill Henselwood, for several years 
based at Juniper Farms in Oxford Mills, Ontario, 
and things have really come together as of late.  
But to be fair, Lizzie has really been knocking at 
the door of tremendous success since well before 
this year. The 2013 season was fraught with 
some bad luck and disappointing circumstances 
at very unfortunate times, which kept her from 
making a team debut even earlier.  Lizzie has 
rebounded in 2014 and is building a very strong 
string of horses to help her step into the upper 
echelon of the sport.

Although still technically an Alberta resident, 
Lizzie spends a lot of time in Ontario training. So 
the trip to Royal West wasn’t a short one, as it was 
for many other Albertans! ‘We came to Spruce 
Meadows before Royal West’, Lizzie explained. 
The Juniper Farms group that made the trip 
out West stopped in at the Spruce Meadows 
Oktoberfest shows to get set up for Royal West. 
In addition to Lizzie’s own horses, Calgary’s Brad 
Prather loaned her a terrific horse to contest 

some of the speed classes and get in the show 
ring more to practice. ‘I was very lucky that the 
Prathers gave me Beau Soleil to ride. I really felt 
like it helped to get the rust off. Going to Spruce 
Meadows really helped a lot too!’ 

Lizzie’s preparation at Spruce Meadows was more 
for herself than her top mount, Zilversprings, 
who had the week to recover from the travel and 
freshen up. ‘I got ‘Zilver’ in May, and he has done 
a lot. I wanted to save him for the FEI classes 
[at Royal West]. He was also going to the Royal 
Winter Fair in Toronto after.’ 

The plan to get the rust off for Lizzie and to save 
Zilver seemed to work, and they headed to Royal 
West in good form. The first weekend downtown 
saw Lizzie and Zilver jump very well, but they 
weren’t operating at their prime just yet. ‘I 
haven’t had so much experience going fast in the 
jump offs yet because it’s a new partnership, so I 
had a rail in both of our jump offs the first week. 
I’m trying to learn how to go fast with him.’ 

This was but a minor blip for Lizzie. ‘The second 
week we made a few changes, I changed the bit 
and I adjusted my flat in the morning. I felt like 
I had a bit more rideability. I was then able to 
still go fast and keep the jumps up!’ And so she 
did, jumping clear in both classes they did the 
second week (including the jump off). ‘I really 
don’t think I would have had the results on Zilver 
without also having the ride on Beau Soleil.’ The 
Prather family also train and own horses in the 
Henselwood stable, so it is fitting that they would 
trust in Lizzie to keep Beau Soleil going while 
their son, Justin, is away at school. 

The last night of the tournament in downtown 
Calgary saw Lizzie and Zilver at their finest for the 
Spirit of the West Cup Grand Prix. After a perfect 
clear first round, Lizzie went for it in the jump 
off. ‘I did one less step from the second to the 
third jump [in the jump off]. Zilver has such an 
adjustable stride and is such a big boy; he covers 
the ground so well. I was the only person to do 6 
strides down that line!’ Lizzie’s fine effort in the 
jump off secured the victory after a brilliant few 
weeks back in her home province.  

Photo Credit Anna Skripits
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‘It was great… we could practice going really fast, 
and I felt that really improved. We gained a lot 
from going [to Royal West]. I had the most fun at 
Royal West – more than any other show all year!’
So now they rest. The horses recuperate after 
a busy year, and Lizzie has a short break before 
preparations begin for the HITS Desert Circuit in 
Thermal, California early in 2015. Keep an eye 
on this rising star as Lizzie looks to build on her 
incredible 2014. 

Rita Condon
Pre-trip checks:
-Keep truck/trailer maintained regularly, recheck 
oil before departure
-Check tire pressure and tread depth on truck/
trailer, including spare
-Check brakes and wiring to the trailer
-Know your truck/trailer
-Learn weight and licensing restrictions for your 
route
-Upgrade AMA membership to RV coverage 
-Plan your route and fuel stops – opt for truck 
stops 
-Plan and book layover stops in advance using 
Google or local vets 
Equip your trailer:
-Have a first-aid kit for humans and horses
-Pack water buckets for all of the horses, and 
enough hay for the trip and the first two days 
-Pack blankets that suit the travel as well as the 
destination
-Pack spare halters and lead ropes in case one 
breaks 
-Carry bran to feed at layover stops you may have 
(helps relax and hydrate)
-Pack a small tool kit for minor repair (hammer, 
wrench, screwdriver) 
Preparing your horses:
-Make sure coggins and health papers are 
current
-Ask your vet or a customs official for restrictions 
or quarantines for your route 
-Bandaging legs is a personal choice, but if done 
make sure they’re not too tight, not too loose
While on the road:
-Drive smoothly and stay in the right lane
-Leave plenty of room between your rig and 
other vehicles
-Give yourself enough room to stop, know your 
rig weight and your brake percentage
-Signal early, accelerate and decelerate gradually
-It isn’t necessary to unload horses on long trips, 
and sometimes it’s more dangerous to do so
-Use stops to refuel as a chance to check the 
horses and let them rest 

Photo Credit Anna Skripits

mailto:chorse26@gmail.com
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www.rmsj.ca
www.royalwest.org
587-880-2855
rocky@rmsj.ca
Calgary, AB

Visit us on Facebook

Bow Valley Classics 
May   6th – 10th 
May 13th – 17th  
May 20th – 24th

RMSJ June Classics 
June 11th – 14th 
June 17th – 21st

Mid Summer Classics 
July 2nd –   5th 
July 8th – 12th

Rocky Mountain Classics 
August   5th –   9th 
August 12th – 16th 
August 19th – 23rd

Royal West 
October 22nd – 31st

CSI1* 
CSI1*

 
 

CSI2*

 

 
 

CSI2*  
CSI2* 

 
CSI3*

Hosted by 
RMSJ and held at the world famous 

www.rmsj.ca
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Big Future Planned After A 
Successful First Year
The Rocky Mountain Show Jumping team had a 
very good 2014. From the indoor winter training 
series competitions to the Bryan Anderson 
Memorial Grand Prix to benefit STARS, to the first 
edition of Royal West held downtown Calgary, 
tournament management has earned a well-
deserved break. But, as is often the case in the 
show jumping world, there is no time to rest! 
Alberta Show Jumpers caught up with tournament 
manager Caroline Jones and RMSJ President John 
Anderson to recap their experience hosting Royal 
West, and to discuss some of the big plans for 
next year and beyond. 

With the exception of Royal West, all RMSJ 
tournaments are held at the same location – 
Anderson Ranch, just south of Calgary. At that 
venue, RMSJ is in full control and can plan for their 
tournaments in a progressive and simple manner. 
Royal West, however, was a totally different 
situation. The Agrium Western Events Centre at 
Stampede Park was the site of the 10-day Royal 
West, which means RMSJ staff had a limited time 
to turn the facility into an international level 
show jumping tournament.

Both Ms. Jones and Mr. Anderson were ebullient 
about the Stampede Park staff, as they helped 
set up stabling, warm-up rings, footing, the show 
office, and so many more important parts of 
making a successful tournament. “I’m just thrilled 
with the outcome, I’m so proud of our team and 
we could not have done it without them,” Ms. 
Jones said.

With so many unknowns, working out of a 
new facility and a new competition schedule, 
management relied heavily on the course design 
and build teams to ensure things stayed on track. 
Ms Jones explained, “Never in all my years have I 
seen anything like the group of course designers 
we had. From Werner Deeg to Eric Hasbrouck 
to Peter Holmes to Christopher Jones, they all 
worked together, helped build each other’s 
courses and threw ideas around to make it work. 
There was such great camaraderie between them 
all, it was so nice!” 

The tournament itself was very well supported by 
exhibitors in the hunter, jumper and equitation 
divisions. The two hunter derbies saw complete 
entry lists contesting the $25,000 prize in each of 
the 3’0” and 3’6” sections, and the international 
jumper division had 40 horses line out. Mr 
Anderson was very pleased with the product his 
team put forward, stating that “even the people 
who are typically skeptical about things came up 
to us and told us we did a great job. That’s how I 
know it was successful tournament!”

After the nearly year-long run up to the first Royal 
West, riders and trainers alike were interested to 
see how it all came together. Mr Anderson added, 
“I made a lot of promises, and they can make or 
break you. I think we delivered on all the promises 
and that made me feel like we hit a home run. 
This was but a dress rehearsal of more to come!” 
And the RMSJ team has big plans indeed. 

One of the most common remarks from 
exhibitors was that it was a shame there weren’t 
more people in the stands watching such a good 
event. And Mr Anderson agrees, but explains his 
apprehension of over-promoting Royal West in 
its first year: “We didn’t really promote it. We 
first had to produce a product that the consumer 
wanted to purchase – a well-run tournament with 
good footing, good jumps, good stabling, good 
prize money. If that’s the case, then the exhibitors 
will be happy, which it seems they were. If we got 
it wrong, I really didn’t want a bunch of people 
seeing it!” Now that product is proven to be of 
value and in demand, RMSJ will engage in a big

Continued on page 21
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As a course designer, setting courses for young 
horses is one of the most challenging but 
rewarding aspects of the job. With young horses 
we are working with trainers and riders to 
develop their cherished investment from a raw, 
inexperienced, and sometimes timid baby, into 
a confident young athlete with the skills and 
education to begin his or her Grand Prix career. 
Educating the horse fully with positive 
experiences is easier said than done. The balance 
between developing youngsters for their Grand 
Prix career, while not over-facing them at any 
point, can be a fine line to walk. The Cardinal Sin 
of course designing for young horses is to take 
their confidence away, and this can happen in just 
a moment to any horse in any class. On the other 
hand if we are not asking enough of these horses, 
or, as I prefer to think of it, we are not ‘showing 
them enough’, we are not giving the riders and 
trainers an opportunity to develop their horses 
to their full potential. 
We, as course designers, must ensure that by 
the time horses are graduating from the 8 year 
old division, they have not only been shown all 
aspects of their future job but have also been set 
up for success in doing so. I always like to think 
of it as trying to show them what they can do, 
as opposed to what they can’t do, which really 
touches on the objective and philosophy of young 
horse course design.
The quality of a horse’s jump is really an indicator 
of several other aspects of a given show round. If 
something is missing, the jump is often the first 
thing to suffer. In my view the bascule is a very 
good indicator of the quality of distances the 
horse is getting. 
Compression of stride is the final stage of training 
for a young horse, and it requires a great deal of 
strength. As such, it is something that needs to 
be avoided entirely with the younger groups of 
horses (4, 5 and 6 years old), and must be shown 
in a sympathetic manner to the 7 and 8 year olds. 
When I see compression being demanded too 

early or incorrectly for young horses, it leads to 
inversion at take-off. What happens in this case 
is that the horse has neither the training nor the 
strength to properly collect on to the hind end 
to jump. The resulting jumping effort is less of a 
jump and more of a hop, as it does not allow the 
horse to use their body fully over the jump. 
Through my experience as a course designer, 
I must recognize when a course, or any part of 
a course, is causing stress and tension. It’s true 
that there will always be individual horses who 
come in with pre-existing issues, may be stressed 
and have problems on course, regardless of what 
the course designer sets. However, if it becomes a 
pattern, even if you see more than a couple horses 
having problems, we may assume that there is a 
fault in the course itself. 
For young horse divisions the horses that come 
in with those pre-existing issues should not 
be shrugged off. Maybe the problems were not 
created by that course, but the course designer 
should ask him- or herself whether there is 
anything they can do to remedy the situation. 
While at the “Sporting” (i.e. top) levels of jumping 
we take little consideration, outside of safety, for 
the bottom end of the group, at the developmental 
and young horse levels the bottom of the group 
must always be considered. That is to say that 
a course that is challenging but appropriate for 
the best young horses will not be impossible 
for the slower developing youngsters. Provided 
that all the necessary educational elements are 
incorporated it won’t harm a young horse to have 
too much confidence.
Occasionally there will be horses that are quite 
far behind in development, or that lack the talent 
of others. By setting an appropriate course for 
only this group, we will be doing a disservice 
to the rest of the group, so the balance must be 
sought by the course designer to look after all of 
the horses properly. 

Continued online at: 
www.albertashowjumpers.com

www.albertashowjumpers.com
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NOMINATIONS DUE MAY 15th 
* SELECTION JUNE * SALE SEPTEMBER 2015

The CSHA Alberta Select Sale  
offers professional photography,  
video, and marketing of your horse.  
Open to Canadian born horses of  
any registry, 3-8 years old, competing 
in hunter/jumper, dressage or eventing.

CSHA ALBERTA 
SELECT SALE
IS IN SEARCH OF YOUR 
TALENTED PROSPECTS 
TO PROMOTE WORLDWIDE!

To nominate your horse contact :  
cshaselectsale@gmail.com  

or go to www.cshaselectsale.ca

Continued from page 19
Show jumping has had a long history in Calgary, 
and Calgarians have shown for years that they 
love it. It’s a sport that is for everybody to enjoy, 

and RMSJ will campaign to bring in fans to the 
2500-seat facility, whether they are horse-people 
or not. Though not yet finalized for next year, 
the schedule may include more crowd-pleasing 
events like relays, puissance, and gambler’s 
choice competitions that spectators can easily get 
invested in. As Mr Anderson explained, “horses 
know when it counts, they can tell when there’s 
a crowd – they’ll jump even better than they did 
this year!”
It is the goal of RMSJ to build on the qualifying 
process from the inaugural year, and develop 
an easy-to-track system that is clearer for 
exhibitors. Through all of the events throughout 
the show season, RMSJ remains committed to 
making changes wherever necessary to help the 
exhibitors have a better experience. After all, as 
Ms Jones points out, the exhibitors are what it’s 
all about: “We have the best group of exhibitors 
in North America, as far as I’m concerned; just 
the best group of people!”

Photo Credit Anna Skripits
Photo Credit Anna Skripits

www.traceembroidery.com
http://c-s-h-a.org/index.php
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Training - Sales - Coaching

Lindsay Beadle
403.336.6147

Operating out of 

Darrin and Traci Dlin
403.805.3354

mailto:jpatmore2@gmail.com
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Traci Dlin
When you are boarding your horse somewhere, 
whether it is a large stable with more than one 
trainer or a smaller private facility, it is important 
to follow some basic etiquette. 
1. Pick out your horses feet BEFORE you take 
them out of their stall. 
2. Close your stall door behind you. Open stall 
doors are dangerous if a horse gets loose and 
trots down the aisle and tries to make a sharp 
turn into its stall.
3. If you are bringing your horse in from the 
paddock, put him in his stall for a minute to pee 
before tacking him up! Many horses don’t like to 
pee outside and nobody likes the smell of urine 
in the cross-ties.
4. The same goes for after you ride! Let your 
horse go in his stall for a pee and a drink of water 
before you groom him and finish up. 
5. Don’t hog the cross-ties. Chances are other 
people would like to use them as well. Avoid 
putting your horse in the cross-ties and getting 

caught up chatting, changing, or organizing your 
things while your horse stands there waiting. 
6. Sweep up after yourself. And pick up any 
manure left in cross-ties & wash stalls.
7. If you use jumps in the arena put them back 
where you found them. If your jump cups are the 
style with pins, PLEASE put the pins all the way 
through the holes. If you don’t, the cups bend and 
become unusable. Jumps are expensive and so 
are the cups!
8. If you lunge your horse and he goes a bit crazy, 
making holes in the footing, please get a rake and 
fill them in. 
9. Most barns have regular hours they are open. 
Make sure you know what they are! A lot of barns 
are also closed on Mondays. That is the official 
day of rest for most show horses and a quiet day 
for staff to catch up on extra cleaning and odd 
jobs. 
10. Finally, be grateful to the barn help. Bring 
them a coffee once in a while. These are the 
people who are there in all kinds of weather 
who make sure your horse is fed & watered, and 
happy & healthy.     

www.ultrapony.co
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How old were you when you started 
riding?
I was 3 years old when I started riding with my 
Aunt Joan.
Where did you ride growing up?
I rode at home. I rode cutting horses and switched 
to jumping at age 9 and I loved it. Then the poor 
quarter horses had to jump!
Were you a good student? 
I was a keen student; I fell in love with it. I was 
going to ride in the Grand Prix and everybody 
told me I was crazy!
Do you get nervous? 
I don’t really get nervous. I’m not really a nervous 
type. I’m analytical, and realistic. I’m very good at 
looking at all the possibilities.
What would you do if you weren’t riding?
I am super fascinated with deep-sea marine 
biology, maybe something related to that.
What horses do you have now? What are 
they all like?
I have four horses that are currently jumping in 
the 1.40m-1.50m divisions. They are different in 
type, everything from the super hot Quiz Z to the 
old-school German style Lerche. 

Do you have any advice for young riders?
You have to take the good with the bad. Tomorrow 
is another day to do it again!
What could you not live without?
I couldn’t live without a latte in the morning.
What is your most embarrassing horse 
show moment? 
I had a stop at the bottom end of the All Canada 
ring (at Spruce Meadows) and he reared and 
reared. The judges and announcers were yelling 
at me and I couldn’t even get out of the ring. It 
was a big day and really busy…
What is something most people don’t 
know about you:
I’m a total science nerd. I really believe we need 
to have a close look at the environment. It weighs 
quite heavy on me that we do this sport and that 
we need to be so much more responsible. It’s 
amazing and I love it, but as a society we need to 
be more responsible.

TRIPLE “A” APPROACH 
TO TRANSPORTATION

Anything you need to Haul
Anywhere – Anytime!

1-403-346-5311
1-877-535-0505

Request a Quote
CALL US TODAY

Photo Credit Anna Skripits

http://roadtrain.com
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Holly Grayton

Claire Doty is no stranger to the winner’s circle 
at show jumping competitions around the 
province and the continent! From winning medal 
and equitation classes to hunter derbies to now 
successfully competing at the Grand Prix level, 
she has had an incredible year. And at only 17 
years old, one can’t help but see a bright future. 
The best horse in Claire’s stable currently is 
Constant Surprise, known as Conner in the barn. 
Claire beams as she describes him. ‘I’ve had 
Conner the longest, he is 13 now. He is my go-
to guy. With all his experience, he helps me out 
when I get green at the Grand Prix level. We got 
him from Europe after Jenn Serek found him and 
showed us the video.’ 

Conner isn’t working alone, as Claire always has 
a lot to ride. Her mother, Caryl, operates Foxtrail 
Farm in Okotoks, Alberta, and always maintains 
a good inventory of sales and training horses to 
allow ample opportunity to practice. Additionally, 

in August of this year the Doty family acquired 
another top horse, Cordonos, to compete in some 
Grand Prix to further Claire’s riding and to ease 
the workload on Conner.

Claire credits her mother as the biggest influence 
in her burgeoning career. ‘It’s been a little bit 
of a struggle for us getting to the higher level 
dealing with more stress, but there is nobody I 
trust more.’ Recently Calgary trainer Jenn Serek 
has helped Claire in the bigger classes, and the 
legend himself, George Morris, was a fan of 
Claire’s riding during a clinic in 2013. 

No rider will be able to escape the tendency to 
get nervous while competing, and Claire is no 
exception. Claire does get nervous, but puts a 
lot of effort into keeping herself busy with other 
tasks to keep her mind off of her nerves. She 
shares this simple and easy-going philosophy in 
her advice for young riders coming up through 
the sport: ‘Don’t get hung up on the little things, 
and don’t be too hard on yourself. Keep your 
head up!’ 

Approaching the end of her high school years, 
Claire has plans to continue with post-secondary 
education, but she may put that on hold briefly, 
taking a year off to finish her junior career. 

This coming winter, Claire hopes to head to the 
Winter Equestrian Festival in Wellington, Florida, 
as she meets up with her family’s equine business 
partners to show for a few weeks with their 
horses. Her top mounts, Conner and Cordonos, 
will likely stay home to get fit for the spring in 
Alberta, and Alberta Show Jumpers wishes her 
the best of luck! 

(contender x ritual by ramiro)

www.creeksidefarm.ca

Linda Ackermann 
1-403-880-5897

2015 stallions | breeding quality foals & carefully developing them for sport.  
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Athletes participating in the sport of show jumping 
report low back pain as a common injury that 
interferes with training and competition. Although 
there are many reasons for low back pain, for show 
jumpers it is due often to muscle imbalances and poor 
posture in the tack.  

Our spine has a natural curvature to it, like an S. This 
curve allows forces to be distributed and absorbed 
evenly through the intervertebral discs (shock 
absorbers) that separate the individual vertebrae 
of the spine. The natural curves can be exaggerated 
(hollow back) or insufficient (flat, rounded back). 
Changes in the curve of the spine affect how the loads 
are distributed through the spine and soft tissue like 
ligaments and muscles. When these changes become 
habitual, we ask our bodies to work at a biomechanical 
disadvantage that increases the risk of injury. 

It is important that we find the balance in the curvature 
of the spine. To find the correct curves, a rider must be 
able to sit directly on their ischial tuberocities (seat 
bones) with a slight arch in the low back, and their 
shoulders over their hips. The correct seated position 
in the tack will help a rider maintain a biomechanical 
advantage for the spine, and by doing so also reduce 
the muscular work required to hold the rider in the 
tack.

Often riders have difficultly obtaining and maintaining 
a neutral spine due to muscle imbalances. Muscle 
imbalances occur when the length and strength of 
opposing muscles surround the joint are not even. 
Think of it as a tug-of-war on the joint(s) resulting in 

the shorter/stronger muscles winning. When there is 
an imbalance, the shorter/stronger muscle pulls on 
the bone it is attached to and changes the load on that 
joint. 

Consider the short/strong hip flexors and the weak/
long abdominal muscles, for example. These muscles 
together are responsible for bending the hip. The 
hip flexors pull the pelvis forward while the upper 
trunk leans backward to counteract the forward 
lean, stretching the abdominal muscles. This results 
in an exaggerated curve (hollow back) and puts 
undue stress on the lumbar discs and surrounding 
musculature. 

Hip flexors also inhibit (win against) the gluteal 
muscles, which are responsible for hip extension. 
Without the gluteal muscle strength, the hamstrings 
compensate by gaining strength and shortening like 
the hip flexors. To go even farther, due to neurological 
connections, other muscles of the deep stabilizing 
mechanism in the low back may become dysfunctional 
and further compound issues. 

It sounds complicated, and it can be. If a rider finds it 
difficult to maintain their seat position, the rider may 
benefit from a consultation with a physiotherapist do 
develop an individualized, comprehensive stretching 
and core-strengthening program. This program will 
target the specific muscles that may be contributing 
to muscle imbalances and preventing the rider from 
being able to get the curves of spine to line up in the 
tack. Incorporating deep core exercises will allow 
for lumbar stabilization in a neutral spine position, 
while still allowing movement to occur so that we can 
connect with our horses.

Just as we will call the vet or physiotherapist for our 
horses’ injuries, it is just as important that we seek 
professional medical advice regarding our own aches 
and pains. We may even improve our riding! 

Photo Credit Grayt Designs
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Now that we are getting weary with 
winter upon us, it takes some ingenuity on 
the trainer’s part to keep excitement and 
enthusiasm going while working within 
the four walls of the indoor arena.
A very useful exercise that we like to do is 
the dreaded “S” curve.  
The exercise uses three jumps. The first is 
a vertical on the diagonal fairly short out of 
the corner. Then set an oxer on the opposite 
diagonal, bending in 4,5 or 6 strides from the 
vertical. Finally another vertical on the opposite 
diagonal again, set 4, 5 or 6 strides bending 
away from the oxer landing 
into a short corner. Set the 
distances relative to the 
space you have in your 
indoor arena, and 
according to the 
difficulty level 
you wish to work 
with.
With the exercise 
set, trainers can 
choose to focus on a 
number of different skills 
and practices. The bending 
lines can be ridden on stride 
to create rhythm, consistency and 
flexibility within the horse. The track and stride 
length can be 
changed to add 
or leave out 
strides, 

again depending on the difficulty level you are 
trying to achieve. As a trainer it is a very useful 

exercise to teach control of 
stride length, rhythm 

of the canter and to 
ensure the rider is 

using their eyes 
to manage the 

track.
An offshoot 
exercise is 

to canter a 
figure 8 over 

any of the three 
jumps, asking the 

riders to change leads 
over the jump and enter 

and exit out of the short 
corners smoothly. It requires the 

riders to use their legs to continue out of the 
short turns, and use the leg to support the hand 
going into the short turns.

Some additional modifications to the exercise 
include using the “S” curve as a part of a 

course, adding a gymnastic exercise to 
one side of the arena, and practicing 

jumping the three elements on an 
angle. I find this particular “S” 
curve to be very useful during 
the boring winter months, 

providing hours of challenges and 
entertainment for trainer, rider, and 

horse. I hope you enjoy too! 

Photo Credit Grayt Designs
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I am very proud of my role with horses. I am a 
therapist. I have taken the last 19 years to learn 
and grow towards the mastery of my field. I think 
body work and massage can create an immense 
amount of good for the horse. I feel through 
my palpation and deep-tissue work I can find 
problems before they turn into major lameness; 
I can create circulation that speeds healing, 
eliminates wastes, increases range of motion, 
reduces tactile defences, and softens spasms. 
The skilled hands of a practitioner can use 
massage to evaluate tissue and point out postural 
issues that affect your horse’s balance within 
their body. Postural balance affects movement, 
efficiency in locomotion and ultimately the 
concussive forces that play a huge role on joints 
through wear and tear on your horse. Massage 
helps to drain waste products and toxins, as it 
reduces muscle soreness and increases flexibility.
The owner or trainer of an equine athlete in any 
discipline will receive great value from having 
their horse in a thoughtful maintenance program. 
In my view, every performance horse should have 
a professional body worker as part of its wellness 
team. And this is the point of this article – your 

horse’s wellness team. 
No program will be complete without a great 
team. You may feel you have great professionals 
involved, but without all of the team members 
working together as a team, I think you and 
your horse will lose out. Why, you may ask? Two 
reasons.  
For one, the body works as a whole, and as such 
it needs to be recognized and treated as a whole. 
A small angle change at the hoof will change 
the flight path of the leg, the movement in the 
shoulder, the stability in the core. If I can feel 
something in the soft tissue, and I don’t know that 
another team member is in the midst of working 
on a change in their area of expertise, I won’t 
be able to help the horse during this process as 
much as I would hope.   
Recently a farrier wanted to work on shortening 
the breakover on the feet of a mare that I have 
in a monthly maintenance program. When I saw 
the mare, she was extremely sore in the retractor 
muscles and shoulder stabilizer muscles. I 
mentioned this to the owner and asked if we 
should have the veterinarian in to do an evaluation 
in case there was something more going on. The 
veterinarian did not see much cause for alarm, but 
wanted the massage to be stepped up. The owner 
did not know the feet were changed, and as the 
horse gained strength in the new flight path the 
soft tissue soreness dissipated. Now knowing all 
of the information, it would have been so much 
better for the horse and rider to have had all of 
the wellness team members aware of all of the 
details and on board to have set up a program to 
support the change that was going on. 
 Secondly, in life the body has layers, and thinking 
that one modality is going to heal everything and 
fix all the imbalances is close-minded. We would 
not expect one person to do our taxes, plumb in a 
new tub, fix the timing belt in our truck, and build 
new code for a computer program. 
The equine athlete is poetry in motion when 
all parts are functioning at their optimum level, 
but with a small imbalance the body starts to 
compensate. With that compensation comes 
pain, dysfunction and asymmetry. This is where 
your team comes in. We may all look at a problem 
and see a different approach to solving it, but this 
is the beauty of a team. Often those solutions 
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How many weeks each year can a jump crew 
member work?
Depending on the area and how many shows 
there are, between 12 and 30 weeks per year.

What is the pay range for jump crew?
Between $100 - $200 per day, depending on 
experience.

What are the levels (or are there levels) to 
being jump crew?
There are no real levels of jump crew, but 
there is an amount of respect for the more 
experienced crew, for the certain amount of 
knowledge has been acquired.

What is the process to become jump crew?
If you are healthy, strong, smart and hard-
working, you simply need to apply for a job. 
The rest is learned on the job. 

What is the first step someone would take to 
become jump crew?
Apply wherever a show needs jump crew. 
Then, buy a tape measure and learn how to 
read it!

What are the pros and cons to being jump 
crew?
Pros - good money, usually a nice work 
environment, get to meet a lot of new people. 
Cons - Long hours, potentially bad weather 
(that doesn’t stop or delay the job being 
done), getting yelled at by riders! 

www.albertashowjumpers.com
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are not that different in the end as they work 
towards the same successful goal, and with all 
the opinions you can create the ultimate wellness 
program for your equine athlete.
 When I first started in this industry there was 
an old patriarchal energy that felt like you were 
supposed to know everything or you weren’t 
of value. Now after my years of practice and 
learning, I know that if I feel something on a 
horse and I consult another member of that 
horse’s wellness team I am putting my ego aside 
and really looking after the horse’s health and 
wellness the best. This is what will allow that 
horse to thrive in sport. 
So talk to your veterinarian, your farrier, your 
saddle fitter, your nutritionist, your trainer, your 
body worker and whomever else you may involve 
in your horse’s wellness program. Ask about the 
willingness of each of these people to be part of 
a wellness team for your horse, and work with 
them all to ensure communication and openness 
between them. Your horse will be the beneficiary, 
and the value you receive from your team will 
surely exceed your expectations! 

A FULL SERVICE EQUESTRIAN FACILITY DEDICATED TO TOP 
QUALITY CARE & EVENTS SERVICES

“A PLACE WHERE THE HORSES ALWAYS COME FIRST”

•230 X 90 INDOOR HEATED ARENA
•100 X 200 OUTDOOR SAND RIDING ARENA
•100 X 70 OUTDOOR SAND RIDING ARENA

•60’ INDOOR HEATED ROUND PEN•60’ INDOOR HEATED ROUND PEN
•FULLY EQUIPPED EVENTS LOUNGE

•FULL COURSE OF FEI RATED SHOW JUMPS
•20X60 BRENTINA EUROPEAN DRESSAGE ARENA

•SERVICED RV CAMPSITES
•HORSE SALES

•FULL CLINIC/EVENTS SERVICES

WWW.HORSEINHANDRANCH.COMWWW.HORSEINHANDRANCH.COM

www.horseinhandranch.com
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Sara Rutley AHT, EEBW, EST
403.370.4495

sara@energyequine.ca
www.energyequinetherapy.ca

Spruce Meadows 
Official

 Photographers

email: cansportphoto@shaw.ca
http//:cansportphoto.photoshelter.com

Donna-Maria Bassett
Precision Saddle Fitting

Tel: 403-400-3528
E-Mail: donna@precisionsaddlefitting.com

Web: www.precisionsaddlefitting.com 604.364.5750 | info@paci�icequinesport.com | www.paci�icequinesport.com

Now based in Calgary, Alberta.
We’re your local jump experts

Jump Design, Sales and Rentals

Gordon Wilson, President
General Handy Work
403.652.8092
Box 1053 Nanton AB T0L 1R0
07patchwork@gmail.com

PATCHWORK
VENTURES LTD.

INFO@ANNASKRIPETS.COM

SHOW THIS ADD AND 
RECEIVE 10% OFF 

YOUR PHOTO SESSION

http://www.annaskripets.ca
www.inhandequinetherapy.com
mailto:cvrlewis@gmail.com
mailto:alex@alexandergrayton.com
https://www.facebook.com/EnergyEquineTherapy
www.concordestables.com
http://cansportphoto.photoshelter.com/gallery-list
http://precisionsaddlefitting.com
http://www.pacificequinesport.com
www.graytdesigns.com
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